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Combining New Age Features with Classic Usability
Keeping up with the trend of Android mobile computers, CipherLab has been pushing boundaries to
continuously update mobile data collection functions. As more users start to adopt the Android mobile
computers, more features to satisfy various user behaviors are in higher demand. Crafted with
operation-friendly designs, up-to-date features, powerful wireless options and versatile data capture
functionality, the CipherLab RK25 mobile computer creates a perfect blend of new age features and
classic usability to maximize your enterprise’s usability.
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Up-to-date Features for
Big Volume Data Collection
As extensions from commercial smartphone, the
RK25’sAndroid operating system hasa large display
with management android apps that is easy to
operate with simple numeric keypad. CipherLab’s
RK25comeswith 2 physical keypad designs for users
to choose from. The physical buttons allow usersto
feel and press the buttons easily for faster data entry
with higher accuracy,even during non-visual data
entry applications which requiresusersto readoff and
simultaneously enter in data. Built for users in the
retailing, light warehousing and field mobility
industries, it fulfills the most diverse user behaviors in
any environmentwith big volume data collection
demands.TheRK25mobile computer effortlessly
combines the benefits of touch computers with
handheld terminals into one reliable device.
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With large and easy to use buttons, RK25is made to best suit your specific
preferences.Its 4” display with multi-touch panel has auto-adjustable backlight
and sunlight visibility to ensurereadability in all environments. Its10 degree
reading angle makes on-screen data checking simple by allowing users to
read barcodes without laying the RK25 flat. Moreover, its compact 292 g,
curved grip design reducesextended usagefatigue while delivering comfortable
one-hand operation.Your staff will be able to extend their productivity to the
fullest with RK25’sfriendlyoperation design.

Big Display and Friendly Operation Design

CipherLabRK25isequipped with the latest quad-core 1.4GHzprocessor and 2
GBRAM.Anycomplicated job processis immediately simplified with its high
speedperformance and smooth operation. Through itsMicro SDHCcardslot,
the RK25’sample 16 GBmemory is expandable to 32 GBso data-intensive
applications can run smoothly. Android 7 Nougat with GMScertification
allows the RK25to meet enterprise security standardswhile supporting
all Google official API including Google Play, G-mail and Google Map,
significantly increasing your business’mobility.

Enterprise Usability with Updated
Advancements



Trustworthy Wi-Fi and Real-time Communication

TheCipherLab RK25’sIP65,1.5m drop resistance and 300 tumbles at 0.5 m
help support continuous work in rainy and dusty environment while fully
protected against accidental drops. You don’t have to worry about
scratching the screenwith the help of Corning Gorilla Glass3.Thekeypad’s
numbers and letters havebeen inked with technology that won’t fadewith
heavy usage.Moreover, it passed the durability test of one million
keystrokes.On top of that, the 4000 mAh swappable battery keeps the
durable productivity going for long shifts in anyenvironment.

Durability to Support Harsh Environments

CipherLab’s RK25offers reader versatility with linear imager, 2D imager
and mid-range 2D imager, giving you long distance barcode reading
capabilities over 4 m. Additionally, video and image capture ismade simple
with RK25’s optional 8 MP camera. RK25’s ability to support NFC
applications of peer-to-peer and card emulation mode enables it to
automate identification verification and eliminate the need of security key
cards.

Resourceful Data Capture

TheRK25’sWi-Fitransmission (IEEE802.11a/b/g/n/ac) of dual band and fast roaming is the true definition of dependability in
data-intensive environments such aswarehouses.Furthermore, RK25’s4G/LTEcan facilitate large file transmissions with high
speed such as video streaming and remote accessto back-end systems.Drive time is reduced with built-in GPS,GLONASS,
Beidou and AGPS,providing the most accurate navigation. Communication among workers is kept at the most efficient level
with instant voice connection, VoLTEwith high definition voice or VoIP(PTT)with noise cancellation.With a simple touch of a
button, instant communication between staffs is accomplished.

Compatible with variousself-owned and 3 rd party software, including SOTIand Wavelink(Ivanti), the RK25
providessimpledevice deployment andmanagement.

A Complete set of Utilities and Software

With CipherLab Wireless Mobile
Deployment System (WMDS), setup
and synchronization is made easy.
Users may efficiently deploy device
configuration settings to a large
number of devices. It also allows
your staff to backup configuration
with one click deployment, as well
as duplicate device
sett ings for different
operating systems.

CipherLab Terminal Emulation supports systems of
TN5250, TN3270 and VT100/102/220/ANSI with
full screen operation for efficient inventory
management. Your business will undoubtedly save
time and energy with a full-screen operation where
the intuitive user interface, Wi-Fi status, battery
capacity, custom font size/color and more are
available at your staff’s disposal. Also, Button
Assignment speeds up the
work process by allowing
function key configuration.

CipherLab BarcodeToSetting creates
user-friendly setup process, significantly
shortening user’s device setup time. Users may
utilize StageTool to export certain configurations in
the Android Development Configurator (ADC) and
generate corresponding 1D/2D barcodes. With
RK25’sscans,all the required settings such as
barcode reader,Wi-Fi,Terminal emulation,
AppLock and more, are
done in a matter of
seconds.
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Hand strap, Charging and communication cradle, Charging and communication snap-on cable,
Pistol grip, Rubber boot, Vehicle cradle, 4-slot battery charger, UHF RFID reader
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ACCESSO
RIES Charging and

communication cradle
Multi-slot

Ethernet cradleVehicle cradle Hand strapRubber boot 4-slot battery
charger

Charging and
communication
snap-on cable Pistol grip

For more informa�on, please visit us on h�ps://www.barcodes.com.au/cipherlab-rk25-rugged-mobile-computer/
or call us on 1300 800 999.
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